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THE INTERPRETATION OF MATTHEW I2:39, 40. 
A SYMPOSIUM. 

In order to learn how far this Passage with its explicit reference is 
held by the teackers of relzgion to set Christ's seal upon the story of Jonak, 
letters were sent to a considerable number of representative pastors and 
teackers asking them to give the readers of the BIBLICAL WORLD their 
olinions. The following replies have been received in time for publica- 
tion in this number. 

IN view of the context and of the parallel account in Luke, 
the main point seems to be that those who stickle for the forms 
of religion but neglect the spirit of it are the most hopeless of 
sinners. The only appeal which Jesus will deign to make to them 
is by the moral greatness of his mission in calling them to repent 
of their sins. They are worse than the Ninevites. He is "more 
than" Jonah. 

The generation of petty quibblers to whom Jesus was speak- 
ing ought to be held to the one supreme sign of his authority 
in his coming resurrection from death. A striking simile of this 
resurrection they could find in one of the incidents about the 
great preacher of righteousness, Jonah. 

Jesus enforced the message upon his lettered hearers with 
classic point, as in speaking to the students of Princeton Dr. A. 
J. Gordon might have warned them against the captivating 
assaults of sin coming in like the captors of Troy in the wooden 
horse. 

The Homeric question would not thereby be settled or even 
raised to consciousness in a healthy mind. 

LEMUEL C. BARNES. 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 

In my judgment the characteristics of the "Book of Jonah" 
favor the opinion that it is an apologue or "religious novel," a 
composition mainly didactic in its aim. How large a historic 
element it contains can hardly be determined. 

417 
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Although the weight of the comparison in Matthew (I2:4o) 
rests on the last half, yet the comparison would limp badly if 
the first leg were not an accepted statement. But that accepted 
statement may as well be a matter of belief or a familiar story, 
as a matter of history. To regard our Lord's use of the narra- 
tive as vouching for it as history, is to confound the province and 
function of "a preacher of righteousness" with that of a "higher 
critic" or a scientific lecturer. As reasonably might one infer 
from an allusion in a modern sermon to "William Tell" or 

"Effie Deans" or the "Man without a Country," that the speaker 
held these personages to be thoroughly historic, and their nar- 
rated experiences matters of fact. As warrantably might we 
make Christ's gratuitous mention (only three verses later) of 
evil spirits as frequenting" waterless places," the basis of a demon- 

ology for which he is to be held responsible. 

J. HENRY THAYER. 
HARVARD DIVINITY SCHOOL, 

Cambridge, Mass. 

If I differ from brethren who would prove by the words of our 
Lord in Matt. 12: 40 that the book of Jonah is history rather than 

parable, it is not because I sympathize with those views of the 
Old Testament which are now most in debate, the major part of 
which I consider erroneous. It is because I would interpret his 
words exactly as I would if they had been spoken by any other 
man accustomed to use language at once accurately and freely. 
The great writers and orators of all peoples and all ages have 

spoken of the characters of fiction as if they were real. All 

competent writers and orators do so today. Even the minister 
who is offended with these lines will refer in his next Sunday's 
sermon to the Prodigal Son, to the Sower, to the Merchant seeking 
goodly pearls, without telling his people that these characters 
are not historical. He will refer to Mr. Facing-Both-Ways, to 
Mr. Fearing, or to Christian at the Wicket Gate, in the Slough 
of Despond, or in Vanity Fair, and will tell what they did, with 
no thought of the question whether his statements are derived 
from history or from allegory. I could show by many examples 
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that this was the custom of the writers and speakers of antiquity. 
In fact one of these examples is given by Christ himself. After 
relating the parable of the Unjust Judge, he begins his comment 
upon it with a sentence such as he would have used had the para- 
ble been history; "Hear what the unjust judge saith," Luke 
18:6. So also in Jude 7, 14, I5, the Lord's brother refers to the 
story of the crime of the angels with the women of the world 
before the flood, without raising the question of its historical 
character, and quotes from the book of Enoch as we quote from 
some disputed dialogue of Plato, without raising the question of 
its genuineness, 

Some one may say that this view, if it is granted, will render of 
no effect all our Lord's statements about the Old Testament. 

By no means. If we interpret him exactly as we interpret other 
writers and speakers, we shall have no difficulty in distinguishing 
his literary allusions from his historical statements. Moreover, 
his testimony to the Old Testament will gain in power and 
cogency if we shall refrain from dragging into it that which does 
not certainly belong to it. And a fair interpretation of his word 
in Matt. 12:4o will leave the question of the historic character of 
the book of Jonah wholly unanswered. 

FRANKLIN JOHNSON. 
THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO. 

I should rather not commit myself to an exegesis of such a 
highly figurative passage as Matt. I2:39, 40. A man's exegesis 
of such a passage as that is bound to be simply a reading into it 
of his general conception of things. What it says is as plain as 
A B C. It requires no exegesis to determine that. It may mean 
any one of ten thousand things to as many readers. Just pre- 
cisely what Jesus meant by it we shall never know. One thing 
is sure, such passages as these are poor foundations to erect any 
very definite dogmatic structure upon. 

As to Jesus' use of the Old Testament, it seems to me that 
he used it just as we use Bunyan or Shakespeare-without con- 
cerning himself one way or the other about its historicity, or literary 
form, or authorship, or date of composition, and assuming that 
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his immediate hearers would have sufficient common sense to 
take his words as he meant them. To tie him down to a belief 
in the historical character of the story of Jonah is as absurd as it 
would be to make every man who ever referred to the Slough of 

Despond a believer in the geographical reality of such a place. 
WM. DEW. HYDE. 

BOWDOIN COLLEGE, 

Brunswick, Maine. 

I agree with Wendt that verse 40 is an interpolation. The 

sign to which Jesus refers in verse 39 is evidently the prophet 
preaching repentance. As Jonah preached to the Ninevites, so 
Jesus preached to the men of his time. There are coherency 
and force in the passage vss. 39 and 41I if we leave out verse 4o. 
Verse 40 introduces a new idea and one that is not strictly con- 

gruous with the others. There is, as far as I know, no evidence 
that verse 40 is a gloss; but the Gospel of St. Matthew, as we 
have it, if it be the work of St. Matthew, has been edited and there 
are in it elements that are later than the time in which Matthew 

could have written; but supposing that verse 40 is original witlh 
St. Matthew, nothing is more natural than that a writer who is 
so addicted to Old Testament quotation and allusion should 

incorporate here words suggested both by the words of Jesus and 

by the fact of the resurrection. 
In brief, then, I take the meaning to be this: Jesus declines 

to furnish any sign in response to the demand of the Scribes and 
Pharisees save the obvious one of himself preaching repentance 
to them as Jonah preached repentance to the Ninevites. The 

interjection of a reference to his own resurrection under the 
obscure form (as it must have been to his hearers) of Jonah "in 
the belly of the great fish" seems almost to involve a contradic- 
tion of the spirit of his own words, "No sign shall be given 
except the sign of Jonah, the prophet." 

The men of Nineveh will rise up in judgment to condemn "this 

generation," not because they believed that Jonah "was three days 
and three nights in the belly of the great fish," for there is not 
the slightest intimation that they even knew of this; but "because 
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they repented at the preaching of Jonah;" and "this generation" 
will be condemned because it repented not at the preaching of 
Jesus though he is "greater than Jonah." 

PHILIP S. MOXOM. 
Springfield, Mass. 

I. In three passages in our Gospels Jesus is reported to have 
answered a demand for a "sign (from heaven)" by a refusal to 

give any sign, save "the sign of Jonah." Most interpreters hold 
that two of these references (Matt. 12:39, 4o0; Luke I1I:29, 30) 
are in parallel accounts of the same event. Some, who find in 
the two miracles of feeding,' duplicate traditions of the same 
event, and who explain Matthew 9: 32 ff. as a simpler form of 
Matthew 12:22 ff., identify likewise Matthew I2:39 f. with Mat- 
thew 16:4.2 While it seems probable that the references in 
Matthew 12:39 f. and Luke I1:29, 26 f. are to be identified, the 
fact that Jesus was repeatedly challenged to give evidence of his 

authority 3 makes it unnecessary to trace all of these appeals to 
the "sign of Jonah" to the same time, since it is natural that a 

repetition of the unbelieving challenge would be met by the same 
answer as was offered at the first. We have to do thus with an 

appeal of Jesus to the "sign of Jonah," which was at least once 

repeated by him, and was thus felt by him to be specially suited 
to illustrate his own ministry. Wherein did this fitness lie? 

It is quite widely held 4 that Luke I I:30 furnishes the answer, 
namely, that Jonah became a sign to the Ninevites in being a 
preacher of impending doom, and that their repentance on receiv- 
ing this message was to constitute a condemnation of the Jews, who 
with a greater than Jonah to warn them, would give no heed. The 
latter appeal to the "sign of Jonah" supports such an interpreta- 
tion, particularly in view of the form of Jesus' answer as reported 
in Mark (8:I2). For that Gospel evidently counted the answer 

' Matt. x4:13-23; 15:32-38; Mark 6:3o-46; 8:1-9. 
* So Beyschlag, Leben Jesu, 1. 28o. Wiess, Life of Christ, III., x. ff. 
3John, 2:18; 6:3o0 f.; Matt. 21:23ff.; Mark I1z:27ff.; Luke 2o:If. Cf. Luke 

4:23ff., John 7:3f.; Io:24f.; also Luke 12:54 Ef. 
4 So Holtzmann, Handkommentar, Die Synoptikcr, p. 14o f.; Beyschlag, L. J. I., 

239; II. 267, Wendt, Die LelreJesu, I. Io3. 
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to be simply a refusal to give any sign to the Pharisees. The 
account of Jonah's preaching in Nineveh favors this interpreta- 
tion also, for there is no hint that the Ninevites had any knowl- 

edge of the previous personal experiences of the prophet who 
was announcing their doom. Their repentance seems to have 
been due to the arousing of their conscience by the message of 

Jonah. Moreover, such an interpretation brings this answer into 
line with other teachings of Jesus. His reply to the last chal- 

lenge by his foes was precisely such a claim that his authority 
was self-evident to a responsive conscience.2 He called himself 
a prophet,3 taught his hearers to judge trees by their fruits,4 
defended his disregard of Jewish traditions by simple appeals to 
conscience,5 and, if Luke I I:33 ff. is rightly placed, at this very 
time he followed his reference to the preaching of Jonah by the 
declaration that the lack was not of signs, but of eyes to see them. 
The latter appeal to Jonah, according to Matthew 16:2 f., was 

accompanied by a like charge. 
Such an explanation of the "sign of Jonah," however, is quite 

opposed to that given in Matthew 12:4o. There the sign is found 
in Jonah's personal experience prior to his reaching Nineveh, 
and in that experience as prefiguring the resurrection of Jesus 
from the dead. Objection to such an allusion to his own resur- 
rection by Jesus is not well taken, for at the opening of his min- 

istry he made a quite parallel answer to a like challenge by the 

Jews in Jerusalem. From the outset he seems to have perceived 
that his path led through death to the accomplishment of his 

mission, and the thought of death did not at all suggest his own fail- 

ure, only the doom that his rejection would bring on that genera- 
tion.6 He looked with firm confidence to his resurrection,7 

and 

taught that he would come again to execute the judgment of 
which he now was giving warning.8 Matthew 12:40 commends 
itself therefore as a genuine saying of Jesus. 

' Jonah 3:1-5. 
2 Matt. 21: 24. 

sLuke 13:33; John 14: 44. 4 Matt. 12: 33. 

sMark 2:23-28; 3:1-5; 7:14f.; Luke 13: 15 f.; 14:3-6; John 7:23. 
6John 2:18-22; cf. John lo:II-18 and Luke I7:2o-3o. 
7 John 2:19; Matt. 16:21, 17; 32 f., 20o: 17 ff.; Matt. 26:31 f. and the parallels. 
8 Luke 13: 34 f-; cf. 13: 23-3o ; 17:22-25 and Matt. 7:22 f. 
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It is possible, however, that in accordance with his habitual 
fondness for ideal association, the Evangelist has brought together 
in verses 39 and 40 two sayings of Jesus which actually 
were spoken at different times. And, if Luke II:30 is rightly 
interpreted as referring simply to the preaching of Jonah in Nin- 
eveh, it is necessary to accept this possibility as a probability. 

But that interpretation of Luke is open to serious question. 
If Jesus found in Jonah's preaching to the Ninevites the type of 
his own work with his generation, why did he point his question- 
ers to the future' for the manifestation of the sign? At the time 
he was speaking, Jesus was such a sign to his generation as the 
Ninevites had found in Jonah. In fact, as one reads Luke I I:30o 
more closely, one is impressed with this agreement with Matthew 
in looking to the future for the full accrediting of the mission of 
Jesus. The answer does not throw the questioners back on a 
consideration of what is already before their eyes, but in enig- 
matic fashion Jesus declares that at length the authority of which 
he himself was conscious from the outset, shall have full warrant- 
ing. Furthermore, it is safe to assert that in Jesus' day such a 
reference to Jonah would bring to mind little else than his mirac- 
ulous deliverance, and his consequent ministry in Nineveh. The nice 
historical distinction between the prophet's personal experience 
and the actual content of his message to the Ninevites would not 
be drawn by the contemporaries of Jesus. That actual message, 
moreover, would necessarily owe much of its impressiveness to 
the personal experiences, through which the prophet came to be 
so effective a minister of God. Apt, therefore, as is the story of 
Jonah's preaching to illustrate the relation of Jesus to his genera- 
tion, the wording of Luke II:30, and what we know of the habits 
of interpretation in Jesus' day, lead to the conclusion that Luke's 
more general explanation of the sign of Jonah should be under- 
stood in the sense of Matthew's more concrete interpretation; 
and to the conviction that, in the use Jesus made of the words, 
the "sign of Jonah " was the deliverance by which he came to 
be the bearer to Nineveh of the effective warning which led to 
the people's repentance. 

W 
orra&, Luke I I:30. Holtzmann's answer is unsatisfactory. See Die Syn. p. 14o. 
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The explanation of the sign of Jonah in Matthew 12:4o and 
Luke I I :30 may then be paraphrased thus: "As, in the personal 
experience of Jonah, God proved to him and tothosewho afterward 
learned of his attempted flight, that he was the chosen messenger 
to the Ninevites; so in the personal experience of the Son of 
Man will God give proof to all men that he is the appointed 
messenger to this generation." The sign in each case is in the 

personal experience of the prophet. In each case it has but an 
indirect, though weighty, relation to the message delivered. 
Each message claimed acceptance in virtue of its own self-evident 
truth, but each messenger delivered his message in the full con- 
sciousness of having been sent by God.' 

That the case of Jesus was not strictly paralleled by that of 

Jonah need cause no surprise. No analogy is strictly perfect. 
This appears in Jesus' own parables, not only in such notable ones 
as the unjust steward and the unjust judge, but also in the sower. 
and in the allegories of the vine and the branches, and of the 

good shepherd. Such variation in the details of an illustration 
serves to fix attention the more exclusively on the actual parallel. 
which here is the divine appointment of the bearer of the divine 

message. It seems unnecessary thus to think of the resurrection 
as introducing a subsequent ministry of Jesus (through the dis- 

ciples2) like the ministry following Jonah's deliverance. Jesus 
seems rather to exclude such an interpretation by his saying later 

"they (the men of Nineveh) repented at the preaching of 

Jonah; and behold, a greater than Jonah is here." "He that 
hath ears to hear, let him hear," is Jesus' characteristic com- 
mendation of his message. If men have not ears and must needs 
have a "sign from heaven," God will give that to them when 

they have wrought their pleasure on his messenger.3 
Two minor questions of interpretation call for a word. (I) 

The form of the expression, "so shall the Son of Man be three 

days and three nights in the heart of the earth," is obviously 
I 

Cf. Luke 4:43; John 5 : 30, and often. 

3 So Godet, Luke 11 :3o. 
3 For an example of such an appeal to a future sign to accredit a present ministry, 

'f. Exod. 3 : I2. See C. R. Brown in Jour. Bib. Lit. and Ex. 1890o, pp. I20, I2I. 
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taken from the story of Jonah.' That it was not literally fulfilled 
in the experience of Jesus is evident, since he was buried just before 
sunset on Friday, and he rose before dawn on the first day of the 
week. The absence of any correction of the expression in the 
MSS. shows that the early Christians found no difficulty with the 
formal discrepancy. They probably thought of a "day and 
night" as a single unit, any part of which might bear the name 
of the whole." (2) "In the heart of the earth" most naturally 
means in the grave, without further explanation of the relation 
of body and soul during the period of entombment.3 While 
it is natural to hold that the hearers of Jesus would think of 
such a soul as in "Hades,"-the place of departed spirits, 
good and bad-there seems to be no warrant for finding in this 
passage a reference to a visit by Jesus to the souls of the 

departed.4 
Having found, thus, that there is good reason for believing 

that in Matthew I2:39, 4o we have the same thoughts as are 
found in Luke II :29, 30, only more concretely expressed, we 
see that in answer to the demand of the unbelieving Pharisees 
for a sign of his authority, Jesus at first refuses to give a sign. 
For what sign can be given to ears that are deaf and to eyes that 
are blind? Such deafness and blindness, however, lead his 
thoughts on to the ultimate issue for himself, and in view of his 
death and the victory that shall come to him in and through it, 
he qualifies the refusal, and declares that in his own miraculous 
deliverance from his foes, they shall at length find a proof of his 
claims as conclusive as could be found for Jonah's right to preach 
to Nineveh. 

II. It is evident that in Jesus' words the story of Jonah is 
treated as historical. The contemporaries of Jesus held it to be 
sober history. And Jonah is appealed to in the same way as 
Abraham and David are referred to in the New Testament. It 
is to be noticed, however, that the reference is only by way of 

1Jonah I: 17. 

'See Broadus on Matt. I2 :40. Per contra, Broadus h. 1. 
3So Kiibel on Matt. 12 :4o. 

4As do Holtzmann, D. S., p. 141 ; Weiss-Meyer, h. 1. 
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illustration. And consequently it may not be said that the valid- 
ity of the illustration passes, if the story is found to be allegory 
and not fullest history. So long as it served to suggest to the 

questioners of Jesus the thought of his vindication by a mirac- 
ulous deliverance, the story would be an apt illustration. And 
we need not doubt that our Lord would use it without raising 
the question of the historicity of the record. It is not generally 
held that by his words in the parable of the rich man and Lazarus, 
Jesus has given sanction to the feature of Jewish eschatology 
which pictured the blessed dead, in waiting for the resurrection, 
as reclining in Abraham's bosom.' It is no more necessary to 
hold that he has here sanctioned any particular conclusion con- 

cerning the nature of the narrative in the book of Jonah. All 
that he has proved for us is that that story, as he had it and as 
we have it, offered him an apt illustration in terms of which to 
answer his questioners. 

The allusion to the part the men of Nineveh will play in the 

judgment in relation to the generation that was rejecting its 
Messiah, is not so obviously illustrative. He who, in predicting 
his own return to judge the world, chose the forms of representa- 
tion current in Jewish apocalyptic, might make such an allusion 
as we have here to well-known records in the Hebrew scriptures, 
without thought of positive and detailed prediction. But it seems 

likely that, whatever conclusion may be reached concerning the 
historical and literary character of the book of Jonah, a basis for 
its composition must be sought in an actual preaching by Jonah 
in Nineveh, which resulted in a repentance of the people. This 
is all that is needed for the fullest acceptance of Jesus' words as 
a prediction. 

The conclusion is clear. Jesus assumed the historical char- 
acter of the story of Jonah. His use of it, however, was such as 
to give no warrant for the opinion that he has undertaken to 
answer our questions of literary criticism for us nor to check our 
reverent and fearless inquiry. There is no evidence that such 

questions were raised at all in his human consciousness. Rathei 
SLuke 16:22 f. 

2See Driver, Introd., p. 303. 
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does he seem, in this respect as in respect of his language and 
social usages, to have been made like unto his Palestinian brethren. 

RUSH RHEES. 
THE NEWTON THEOLOGICAL INSTITUTION. 

Did our Lord in his reference to the story of Jonah and the 

great fish intend to be understood as declaring that the story 
was the description of an actual occurrence? 

I do not think there is anything either in the text or the con- 
text indicating any such purpose. If the book of Jonah was 
known by the Master to be a parable written for the purpose of 

conveying a great moral lesson he might have referred to it in 
the language here used. He would not have conveyed a false 
impression since his hearers would have understood his refer- 
ence. But it is asked, If the story is not literally true how could 
it be used as prophetic of our Lord's resurrection? I reply 
that frequently in Scripture real things are described in figurative 
language. The story of the temptation of Jesus is told as if 
there were an actual and audible dialogue between our Lord and 
Satan, but most who read the passage no doubt agree with Calvin 
that it was an "inward experience symbolically expressed." We 
need not throw away the story of the temptation because we do 
not believe that Jesus saw all the kingdoms of a round world 
from the summit of a mountain; and we need not say we can 
never believe in him if he spoke to his hearers likening some 
event in his own future to an experience described in a parable 
with which they were familiar. It was customary for the Jews 
to use all manner of figurative speech. Preachers not infrequently 
refer to the good bishop in Les Miserables as if he were an 
historical person; but because Canon Stubbs speaks of that story 
as if it were true no one thinks that he means to be so under- 

stood, and if it is not true he can never be trusted again. He 
took it for granted that his hearers understood him and did not 
need to qualify his statement. It is quite conceivable that our 
Lord spoke in the same way. My belief is that no conclusion 
concerning the historicity of the story of Jonah and the fish can 
be drawn from our Lord's words, and that that fact should not 
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in the slightest affect our faith in him. He was not asked about 
that story; he was asked for a sign, and his reference to Jonah 
was incidental, and used because it would be easily understood 
by those whom he addressed. I express no opinion concerning 
the book of Jonah itself, as the inquiry is only concerning this 
passage in St. Matthew's Gospel. 

AMORY H. BRADFORD. 
FIRST CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH, 

Montclair, N. J. 

Interpretation. The question is: How did Jonah become a sign? 
Matthew replies: by the sea-monster miracle, analogous to 
Christ's resurrection. But Luke I I: 30 may mean that Jonah was 
a sign like Christ, by preaching repentance in view of coming 
judgment. Conservatives underestimate the strength of this 
view by assuming it implies that Jonah's sign was only a call to 

repentance. Jonah cried "Yet forty days and Nineveh shall be 
overthrown." So Christ proclaimed "Repent or Jerusalem shall 

shortly be overthrown," and in conduct and destiny the Jews 
contrast strongly with the Ninevites. Were not the evidence 
conclusive against the genuineness of Matt. 16: 2, 3, these verses 

might be decisive against Matt. 12 :40, for they class the sign of 
Jonah with signs of the times, comparable to tokens of change 
in the weather. This applies to the impending fall of Jerusalem 
but not to Christ's resurrection (Weizs~icker, Untersuchungen 
etc., p. 45I f.). 

But we need very strong grounds to justify us in impugning 
a statement like Matt. 12:4o. Perhaps Christ's hearers would 

naturally think of the sea-monster miracle as "the sign of Jonah." 
And here too a good analogy may be found. 

"In Jonah's life a miracle occurred which could have exerted a control- 
ling influence in vanquishing opposition to him. Yet this did not help the 
Ninevites, since they learned nothing about it, but had to come to a decision 
on the basis of Jonah's preaching alone. Even so in Christ's life, a miracle 
was about to occur which could exert a controlling influence in drawing men 
to him. Yet this would no more help his generation to come to a decision 
than the Jonah sign helped the Ninevites; but they must decide on the sole 
basis of Christ's preaching" (Grass, K. K., Das Verhalten zu Jesu, p. I2 
note). 
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On the whole, I think the exegetical evidence does not war- 
rant the rejection of Matt. I2 :40, nor is this important, if the 

passage be not misused. 
Use. I have no doubt Jesus supposed the book of Jonah was 

historical, and have no objection to believing that he thought the 
same of the sea-monster miracle, though the evidence is less 

cogent. But the attempt to use such facts as arguments in the 

higher criticism controversy seems to me founded on a radi- 

cally erroneous view of Christ's knowledge while on earth. It 

betrays blindness to facts when Bishop Ellicott, conceding 
Mark 13:32, adds: 

"It is, however, equally certain that there is no other passage in Holy 
Scripture in which nescience can be legitimately regarded as predicated of 
our blessed Lord (Christus Comprobator, p. I 13). 

The New Testament does not represent Jesus as consciously 
possessing omniscience, limited (if this is not self-contradictory) 
in one or more directions, but rather as having the normal 
human knowledge of his day, unclouded by sin, and supple- 
mented in certain directions by superhuman endowments. 

Throughout his ministry Jesus showed full knowledge of all that 
belonged to the revelation he brought, and exercised the 
prophetic gifts of insight into character and future events. 

Jesus was a miracle but not an anachronism. Knowledge 
beyond that of his day on subjects unconnected with his mission 
and message would probably have been an encumbrance to him 
and perhaps a cause of unnecessary friction with his contempo- 
raries. I do not think Professor Briggs meets the issue when he 
apparently thinks that Jesus assumed ignorance which he did not 
feel, because "He was not called upon to state his own views of 
the authorship of this Psalm" (IIo) (Messiah of the Gospels, p. 

118). This, for me, would save his knowledge at the expense 
of his character. That Jesus had a keen insight into the inspired 
meaning of the Old Testament such passages as Mark 12:26 f. 
show. Now if it could be proven that there was no Old Testa- 
ment revelation, and if the supernatural factor could be wholly 
eliminated from the Old Covenant, then it would seem as if 
Jesus was at fault in recognizing the voice of God, when God 
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had not spoken, and this would impair his authority as a religious 
teacher. But, receiving his divine authority absolutely in the 

spheres of religion and morality, where alone he claimed it, I do 
not see why his knowledge of the literary history of the Old Testa- 
ment should have differed essentially from that of his contem- 

poraries, any more than his knowledge of chemistry or 

astronomy. 
I do not propose to hold my trust in Christ in any degree at 

the mercy of the higher criticism of the Old Testament, nor do 
I wish to be influenced, in studying Old Testament criticism, by 
any fear of its reaction on Christian faith. 

C. J. H. ROPES. 
BANGOR THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY. 

It is not difficult to formulate the common belief to be found in these state- 
ments of men who differ greatly in their attitude towards many theological 
subjects. It is this: Christ's use of the experience of Jonah as an illustration 
in no way gives his sanction to the view that the book of Jonah is history. 

Whether he himself believed it history is evidently not so uniformly held. 
In most cases the issue is not explicitly raised, but the prevailing opinions, 
whether directly expressed or implied, either (a) favor his sharing in the 
belief of his times, or (b) allow him to rest in indifference as to the historicity of 
the book. The utmost that can be safely said further is that Jesus was 
neither a modern critic nor an unthinking student of the Old Testament. In 
the light of the few data given us by the New Testament, dogmatism on 
either side here seems out of place. It will certainly be to the advantage of 
both conservative and radical to understand each other's position and to see 
that both alike are seeking after a correct understanding of the Master's 
words. S. M. 
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